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Steven Pinker’s The Stuff of Thought explores “the view from language—what we can learn about human nature from the meanings of words and constructions and how they are used.” Cognitive science interacts in many ways with law: how we reason, decide, intend, moralize, and perceive. Legal scholars have increasingly looked to cognitive science to re-examine the assumptions the law makes about human decisionmaking. Cognitive science has been deployed in such diverse areas as contract law, criminal law, evidence, civil rights, trademark law, capital punishment, prosecutorial
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discretion,\textsuperscript{10} jurisprudence,\textsuperscript{11} trade secrets,\textsuperscript{12} and legal education.\textsuperscript{13} Legal scholars have made many proposals to adapt legal doctrine to account for cognitive biases in decisionmaking,\textsuperscript{14} while a second wave has recognized that
colorblindness, and relying on new literature on cognitive bias, which includes an array of new facts about how the brain processes racial difference. Even when we aspire to take no account of race, it turns out that our brains function to do so beneath the level of our conscious awareness); Linda Hamilton Krieger, \textit{The Content of Our Categories: A Cognitive Bias Approach to Discrimination and Equal Employment Opportunity}, 47 STAN. L. REV. 1161, 1186–1217 (1995); see also, e.g., Eric J. Mitnick, \textit{Law, Cognition, and Identity}, 67 LA. L. REV. 823 (2007).


14. A concise portrait of some of the many biases that can affect a group of decision makers:

- The committee might overgeneralize from dramatic and emotionally striking events (the availability heuristic) or from small unrepresentative samples (the
cognitive errors may have benefits, both for individuals and society at large.\textsuperscript{15} The Supreme Court, for example, recently sought to guard patent law against the “distortion caused by hindsight bias” in assessing the inventiveness of an innovation.\textsuperscript{16}

The Stuff of Thought offers insights from cognitive science just where it overlaps the most with law: cognitive linguistics. Cognitive linguistics analyzes language to uncover how

- The committee might anchor its decisionmaking on an arbitrary starting point and filter factual evidence through the lens of that bias (anchoring or cognitive dissonance).
- The committee might impute its members’ own views and preferences to everyone else, an assumption that reflects lack of empathy or understanding of others’ different situations (the egocentrism bias).
- The committee might tend to defer to experts (the expert-deference bias, also hypervigilance) who themselves tend to be overconfident about their conclusions (the overconfidence bias).
- If the committee is composed of like-thinking persons, deliberation might tend to skew the committee’s conclusions toward positions more extreme than those with which the members started (the polarization effect). Conversely, more heterogeneous committees may tend to avoid the best solutions if they seem too radical (the extremeness aversion). In either event, there is a danger that committee members will go along with a proposal only because they think “everyone thinks this way” (the cascade effect).
- If the problem is complex, the committee may be overwhelmed and paralyzed (information overload) or driven away from correct but extreme positions (the dilution effect) by considering too much information, and may consequently be unduly deferential to other decisionmakers (hypervigilance, noted above).

William N. Eskridge, Jr. & John Ferejohn, Structuring Lawmaking to Reduce Cognitive Bias: A Critical View, 87 CORNELL L. REV. 616, 621–22 (2002). The authors express “skepticism about recent attempts to deploy cognitive psychology to support a particular institutional design or role” because it has identified many ways in which thinking goes awry, but not how to think more reliably. \textit{Id.} at 617.


Humans use basic cognitive categories like intent, space, time, events, and causation. Cognitive linguistics shows that language is powerful and flexible because it relies on a recursive structure. Recursion is a powerful feature of human thought. A number, for example, is defined recursively: the number before it plus one. 6 is 5 +1. What's 5? 5 is 4 +1—and so on. This essay first looks at how *The Stuff of Thought* might offer insights into a broad range of issues in legal theory. Cognitive linguistics suggests that words do have a core of conventional meaning, which may be at odds with jurisprudential theories that meaning is indeterminate and courts accordingly have free rein in interpreting words. Cognitive science also suggests that people have an innate sense of causation, one that legal theories of causation should take into account. The role of metaphor in thought is another area in which cognitive linguistics has insights to offer legal theory, because there has been considerable debate about whether legal metaphors control legal doctrine. The subject of indirect speech also (and surprisingly) has implications for legal theory, because it illuminates conflicts between rules and the incentives they create.

The final part of the essay explores the cognitive aspects of stories, an approach to cognitive science that could be especially suited to legal theory. Focusing on the cognitive aspects of stories illuminates the cognitive tasks of law, such as reasoning, remembering, learning, persuading, and communicating. Relying on cognitive science concepts, we suggest that narrative plays a fundamental role in legal reasoning, in such areas as memory, moral decision-making, reasoning by analogy, explanation, and even the organization of the vast amount of information that lawyers contend with. Lawyers deal with stories, not just legal rules or analogies. We suggest a recursive definition of “story,” on the theory that stories, like sentences, are a basic object of thinking. Stories are more complex than analogies. A narrative approach provides a more dynamic view of how people think about cases.

**FROM MENTALESE TO LEGALESE – WHETHER WORDS HAVE A CORE OF MEANING OR ARE INDETERMINATE**

*The Stuff of Thought* first discusses two linked topics: what concepts are innate, and whether we think in language (whether our brain performs its basic operations using human
language or some other medium). Those topics seem far removed from the law. However, these are relevant to law because legal concepts guide the courts, whether judges are born with those concepts (we likely have an innate sense of causation, somewhat different from the legal concept of causation) or learn them (perfection of a security interest is pretty unlikely to be an innate concept). Ultimately, the end result is what matters; a murderer goes to jail, whether the intent to kill was formed in words or another medium. Still, it is interesting to analyze how concepts came to be and The Stuff of Thought is useful for thinking about legal reasoning in this manner.

Humans use a great number of concepts. A key question is how many of those are factory equipment coded in our DNA and how many are acquired later: learned and put together from more basic concepts. The Stuff of Thought shows how language—verbs in particular—seems to use a short list of basic concepts.17 Such an “inventory of thoughts . . . begins with some basic units, like events, states, things, substances, places, and goals. It specifies the basic ways in which these units can do things: acting, going, changing, being, and having.”18 The book then further lists such distinctions made by language, such as actions with a goal and actions resulting in a state; objects that are “human or nonhuman, animate or inanimate, solid or aggregate”;19 events that “take up stretches of time [or are] ordered.”20 The Stuff of Thought works through our apparently innate conceptions of objects (how their properties are conceived), numbers (discrete for small numbers, approximate for large quantities), space (using various frames of reference as appropriate), time (which “may be thought of as a road on which we march, or as a parade that marches past us”), and events (distinguishing, most relevant for law, between events that just happen and events that are caused).21 These concepts are geared toward human purposes. Our spatial thinking is geared toward “manipulating things,” our sense of time toward actions, our sense of causation toward assigning responsibility.22

---

17. See PINKER, supra note 1, at 428.
18. Id.
19. Id.
20. Id.
21. Id. at 429–31.
22. Id.
One could make a case that our only innate concepts are the short list of basic concepts gleaned from the analysis of language, and that other concepts are constructed from those basic building blocks. Just as plausibly, one could expand that list almost at will. One could argue that concepts like “animal,” “vegetable,” and “mineral” are innate. Categories within those concepts might be innate: perhaps evolution has equipped us with the concepts of “human,” “food animal,” and “predator.”

For clarity, *The Stuff of Thought* takes on “Extreme Nativism”—the deliberately provocative idea that most of the concepts we have are innate. Under this theory, each word (with some exceptions, such as coined technical terms) would refer to an innate concept. To take some at random, “marsupial,” “condominium,” and “zipper” would be innate concepts.

The best argument for Extreme Nativism is the contention that words are not like molecules, but rather are like the ancient definition of atoms. They cannot be broken down into more basic concepts. “Father” means more than simply “male parent.” “Good” cannot be fully defined by using a set of more basic concepts. If words cannot be broken down, the argument runs, then the concept for the word must be innate. That might seem ridiculous. How could preliterate humans have the innate concept of, say, “sonnet”? But the idea is plausible. An analogy has been made to the immune system. The human body does not produce antibodies on demand for specific viruses and other intruders. Rather, biologists have learned that the body produces untold variations of antibodies. When a new hazard appears in the body, then an antibody may already exist to match it. The brain may produce great numbers of concepts that wait until they are useful.

*The Stuff of Thought* undercuts this theory with several counter-strokes, not so much to defeat the facile but far-fetched argument, but to illuminate how study of language may indirectly reveal aspects of human nature. One argument that most concepts are innate is that we seem to handle complex

---

23. *Id.* at 92–107 (discussing JERRY FODOR, THE LANGUAGE OF THOUGHT (1975)).
24. *Id.* at 94.
25. *Id.*
26. *Id.* at 96.
27. *Id.*
concepts as easily as simple ones. A single word can denote a broad, simple concept (“food”) or a more specific and complex one (“vitamin”). But psychologists have shown that complex concepts are indeed more difficult to learn. In experiments, young children found it easier to act out concepts like “give” and “take” than more complex ones like “buy” and “sell” (buying involves both giving and taking). People do readily use complex concepts as fluidly as simple ones, but that arises through “chunking.” Once someone has learned a more complex concept, it can be treated as a single chunk and readily used. We use “buy” as easily as “give” because it has become a single, chunked concept. In this section, as throughout the book, the discussion of cognition lends itself quickly to law. Law school, in large part, consists of assembling chunked concepts. A tort, like battery, is composed of several elements, each of which breaks down into sub-elements. After enough practice, students and lawyers use “battery” as fluidly as “give.” Law school exams (and the bar exam) are typically specialized reading comprehension tests, where the examinee reads some text and spots the application of learned concepts.

Close analysis of verbs also helps refute the “atomic” theory of concepts, the view that words represent concepts that cannot be broken into components. Verbs divide into classes that share common concepts, reflected by which constructions speakers of a language use. In English, one might say “I hit the bat against the wall” or “I hit the wall with the bat.” However, one might say, “I cut the rope with the knife,” but not “I cut the knife against the rope.” “Cut,” unlike “hit,” entails the concept of effect (to cause a cut). The Stuff of Thought gives examples of four verbs with different sets of concepts (each of which represents an entire class of similar verbs):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VERB</th>
<th>CONCEPT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hit</td>
<td>Motion, contact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

28. Id. at 94–95.
29. Id. at 100 (discussing Deirde Genner, Evidence for the Psychological Reality of Semantic Components: The Verbs of Possession, in EXPLORATIONS IN COGNITION (D.A. Norman & D.E. Rumelhart eds., 1975)).
30. Id. at 100.
31. Id. at 104 (relying on BETH LEVIN, ENGLISH VERB CLASSES AND ALTERATIONS: A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION (1993)).
Regular usage permits each verb to be used only in certain constructions—and that set of constructions is similar for verbs triggering with the same set of concepts. So verbs are split into “crisscrossing microclasses” by concepts like motion, contact, and effect. Note here that courts have made similar distinctions in interpreting language.

A related question about human cognition is whether we think in language; if someone speaks primarily Icelandic, whether her brain processes concepts by manipulating Icelandic words, or whether cognition occurs in some other medium, which one might call a “language of thought.” The Stuff of Thought makes the case that the language of thought must be different from the particular language that we speak. First, the Icelandic speaker learned Icelandic. Prelinguistic infants are not unable to think. If she thinks in Icelandic, what did she think in before she learned Icelandic? Second, experimental psychologists have shown that “human thoughts are stored in memory in a form that is far more abstract than sentences.” After reading a set of related sentences (such as “The tree was in the front yard.”), experimental subjects did poorly at looking at a set of sentences and distinguishing those they had seen from new but similar ones. They also mistakenly thought they had read sentences that presented similar information in a composite form, by combining facts from the sentences. But they did well at remembering the gist of the sentences. This all suggests that the brain does not store the literal words so much as the meanings of sentences.

---

32. Id. at 106.
33. Id. at 106–07.
34. See, e.g., County Line Cheese Co. v. Lyng, 823 F.2d 1127, 1132 (7th Cir. 1987) (“The common meaning of the words 'shipped to' would seem to require that the shipper intend the milk to reach its natural destination, the tanks of the distributing plant. To put it another way, the fact that the milk needn't stay shipped does not mean that you don't have to ship it in the first place.”).
35. Pinker, supra note 1, at 125.
36. Id. at 148–49.
37. Id. at 149.
38. Id. (discussing J.D. Bransford & J.J. Franks, The Abstraction of
language does not appear to limit our thinking. People readily create new words, new meanings for old words, and new metaphorical uses for old words.\(^39\)

A similar, and telling, argument against the brain running on language alone is that “language itself is so badly suited as a medium of reasoning.”\(^40\) Heresy about the limits of language coming from a book about language, written solely in language, read in language? However, humans never rely on language alone. That would be impossible, given the many meanings that a single word often has, the vagueness of literal meaning, and the manifold limits of language to describe many features of experience. Rather, humans readily understand language in context, relying on many other types of information to interpret communication.\(^41\) Polysemy provides a nice example.\(^42\) A word often has several distinct meanings, which people readily distinguish in communication. A single sentence often uses the same word or name in different senses: “The Boston Globe decided to change its size and typeface” uses “The Boston Globe” in the senses of an organization and an object.\(^43\) Lawyers use “case” in many senses: printed judicial opinions, pending disputes in court, fictional sets of facts for discussion. If people thought only in words, all the other non-verbal information they have would be unavailable in interpreting language—but they rely on it constantly.

Two linguistic concepts, polysemy and verb classes, prove formidable obstacles to another view of word meaning, what The Stuff of Thought terms “Radical Pragmatics.” Far from the idea that every word represents an innate concept, Radical Pragmatics proposes that words can have a different meaning on every occasion.\(^44\) In this view, people use words in so many different ways, making a word’s meaning so dependent on context, that meaning is really just a function of pragmatics, “how language is used in context in light of the knowledge and expectations of the conversants.”\(^45\) This would explain how a waitress referring to “the ham sandwich” can be referring to

\(^{39}\) Id.
\(^{40}\) Id. at 150.
\(^{41}\) Id.
\(^{42}\) Id. at 108–09.
\(^{43}\) Id. at 109–10.
\(^{44}\) Id. at 107–09.
\(^{45}\) Id. at 108 (discussing a number of papers in linguistics).
the human at the table that ordered a ham sandwich. 46 It allows for the constant figurative, sarcastic, and metaphorical use of language in both literature and everyday speech. This view resonates with lawyers. Lawyers readily redefine words (as in contracts, patent claims, and statutes). Critical Legal Studies is often associated with the view of indeterminacy of meaning, which suggests that interpretation of words and concepts is never constrained by the text.

Polysemy could support Radical Pragmatics. If a word can encompass many different meanings, the argument runs, then the word has no core meaning. But close study of polysemy suggests that word meaning is more stable. Research indicates that the various meanings a word can have are not improvised on each occasion, but rather learned.47 Similarly, frequently used words tend to have more meanings, which are regularly used according to convention.48 Laboratory experiments indicate that separate meanings of a word are stored separately in the brain.49

Verb classification indicates that words have conventional meanings, as opposed to completely depending on context of use. Speakers of a language regularly avoid uses that conflict with the conventional classification.50 Verbs follow a few basic categories (such as causation, motion, and contact) while ignoring the many other ways to characterize an event.51 So the logical structure underlying classification of verbs is regular and sophisticated, not the ad hoc approach that would create meaning from each communication in context.

The downfall of Radical Pragmatics does not necessarily dispel theories of legal indeterminism. Words likely have a core of conventional meaning, but legal interpretation looks to the meaning of sentences and cases. Whether those assemblies of many words have a conventional meaning is a more complex question. Still, The Stuff of Thought’s analysis does narrow the

46. Id. at 112.
47. Id. at 115.
48. Id. at 115 (citing R.H. Baayen & F. Moscoso del Prado Martin, Semantic Density and Past-Tense Formation in Three Germanic Languages, 81 LANGUAGE 666 (2005)).
49. Id. at 115 (discussing Devrah Klein & Gregory Murphy, The Representation of Polysemous Words, 45 J. MEMORY & LANGUAGE 259 (2001)).
50. Id. at 112.
51. Id. at 112–13.
scope of indeterminacy in language.

“BECAUSE” – OUR INTUITIVE SENSE OF CAUSATION

Lawyers, and law students even more, deal with many conundrums of causation. In torts, we ask how far a chain of causation can extend before we say that the unreasonable person’s negligence did not cause the plaintiff’s injury. In criminal law, a classic question is, where two people happen to shoot someone at the same time, whether either, both, or neither “caused” the injury. In contracts, only some sorts of financial loss are deemed “caused” by breach of contract. Courts over centuries have struggled unsuccessfully to define and apply clear concepts of causation. For policy reasons, courts have even held that a defendant caused injury by selling a dangerous pharmaceutical, even if the plaintiff may have been harmed by the same pharmaceutical sold by others.

The Stuff of Thought does not supply a theory of causation from cognitive science. Indeed, science generally has become more cautious about speaking in terms of causes. The Stuff of Thought does offer lawyers something useful: a description, drawn from the study of language, of how we seem to inherently view causation, which might be summed up as “Oomph.”

The Stuff of Thought first examines jurisprudential and philosophical attempts to define causation, running a gamut of perspectives from Hume through Kant to possible worlds and neural networks. Hume faulted our sense of causation as being mere correlation: if thunder follows lightning, we infer that lightning caused thunder. But, as Hume himself wrote, our sense of causation goes beyond that: correlation does not always show causation, and events often have more than one cause. A more accurate description of our sense of causation is the counterfactual theory: lightning causes thunder if thunder would not occur without lightning. Lawyers have

52. See generally Richard W. Wright, Causation in Tort Law, 73 CAL. L. REV. 1735, 1740 (1985) (presenting “a systematic critique of these various accounts of the causation requirement in tort law”).
54. PINKER, supra note 1, at 208.
55. Id. at 208–18.
56. Id. at 209–10.
57. Id. at 211.
long recognized this approach, usually calling it but-for causation. As lawyers have learned, though, the counterfactual approach runs into several intractable problems. The greatest is that it is not always possible to change one event and then compare the hypothetical world that results. We cannot just say all things being equal, except for surgically changing one fact.\textsuperscript{58} Events are too interdependent to truly do that. \textit{The Stuff of Thought} cites a philosophical formulation of causation: that “A causes B” means “B does not occur in the possible worlds closest to ours in which A does not occur.”\textsuperscript{59} That formulation elegantly captures the idea of but-for causation, but leaves the basic problems unresolved.

Language appears to reflect an intuitive theory of causation.\textsuperscript{60} Verbs reflect several different types of causation: pure causation (such as “begin,” “cause,” “produce”), causing a specific effect (such as “melt,” “move,” “roll”), preventing (“avoid,” “thwart”), and enabling (“assist,” “help”).\textsuperscript{61} Other words imply a causal connection (such as “but,” “despite”).\textsuperscript{62} Linguists account for that with a “mental model of force dynamics.”\textsuperscript{63} This model supposes an agonist, with a tendency toward motion or rest, and an antagonist, exerting force on the agonist, which may or may not be sufficient to change the agonist’s state.\textsuperscript{64} This yields four possibilities: causation (antagonist keeps rest-tending agonist moving), preventing (antagonist keeps motion-tending agonist in place), “movement despite a hindrance” (motion-tending agonist keeps going despite force from antagonist) and “stability despite a push” (rest-tending agonist remains in place despite force from antagonist).\textsuperscript{65} Verbs may also distinguish whether the antagonist’s actions have a defined endpoint (distinguishing blocking and allowing) and whether the verb includes the effect (such as “break”).\textsuperscript{66}

\textsuperscript{58} Id. at 212.
\textsuperscript{59} Id. at 213.
\textsuperscript{60} Id. at 219.
\textsuperscript{61} Id.
\textsuperscript{62} Id.
\textsuperscript{63} See id. at 219, (discussing Leonard Talmy, \textit{Force Dynamics in Language and Cognition}, 12 COGNITIVE SCI. 49 (1988)).
\textsuperscript{64} Id. at 219–20.
\textsuperscript{65} Id. at 220.
\textsuperscript{66} Id. at 220–21.
Our moral intuitions may follow these linguistic distinctions. *The Stuff of Thought* cites the notable “trolley problem,” where logically equivalent events are evaluated differently, apparently on the distinction between causing and enabling.67 A trolley rolls down a railroad track toward a fatal collision with five workers. The question is whether a bystander should flip a switch to send it onto a side track, where it will kill just one worker. Most people respond that they would pull the switch. In another version, the only way to save the five workers is to throw a large man in front of the trolley. Most people respond that they would not throw the man. The difference in moral intuitions could arise from different force dynamics, suggesting that actively causing the death of one person by throwing a man is less blameworthy than enabling the train, by flipping the switch, to cause the death of one person.68

Linguistics also suggests that causation plays another key role in cognition. Cognitive semantics suggests that “the mind understands every entity in terms of four causes: who or what brought it about; what it’s made of; what shape it has; and what it’s for.”69 Word meanings regularly use these distinctions. In the phrase, a “good road,” the adjective “good” modifies “road” as to the sense of what it is for (driving on).70 The verb “began” in “she began the book” hooks onto the “what it’s for” component of book (books are to be read), not what the book is made of, or shaped like, or its origin.71 Others of the four causes are hooks for other words. Polysemy again provides clear examples. When “a count noun is used as a mass noun (as in *There was sausage all over his shirt*),” the meaning depends on what the sausage is made of.72 The sentence means not that one sausage (as in a count noun) is all over his shirt, rather that a mass of sausage was all over his shirt. In another type of polysemy, the noun for the origin of something may be used for the thing itself (as in the *New York Times* for the organization that produced the object, a newspaper—or vice
It would be an interesting project to see how legal reasoning follows the lines of those four causes. “Who or what brought it about” is key to many legal concepts. The origins of a rule, a contract or other legal entity often play a large role in its treatment. “What it’s for” is part and parcel of any legal analysis. Rules, agreements, and communications are interpreted in light of the underlying public policy, transaction, or purpose. Less obvious are “what it’s made of” and “what shape it has.” Lawyers do speak of the law’s physical properties (as in, “a flexible standard”) and its shape: the scope of a rule, the breadth of a decision, a gap or loophole in the law, the extent of patent protection. The Supreme Court held that the constitutionality of copyright legislation may depend on whether it fits the “traditional contours of copyright protection.” Whether that spatial terminology affects jurisprudence, or just provides a convenient trope, goes to the next topic: the power of metaphor.

METAPHOR IN LAW AND LINGUISTICS

_The Stuff of Thought_ addresses a question that has increasingly occupied legal discourse, especially intellectual property: the extent to which human thinking is controlled by metaphors. Some cognitive linguists hold that metaphors determine how we think: “Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature.” Under this view, human thinking—from everyday life to politics to science—is governed by the conceptual metaphors of the parties. The thinking of those on
the political right is dominated by the metaphor of the
government as a strict parent; the thinking of those on the
political left is dominated by the metaphor of the government
as a nurturing parent. 78 In philosophy, if metaphors rule,
Cartesianism rests on the metaphor “knowing is seeing,” Locke
on “the mind is a container.” 79 To change someone’s view,
reasoned argument will never be sufficient. Rather,
supplanting the metaphor that controls their thinking on the
subject is required.

Arguments in law and politics often feature competing
metaphors or arguments about the best way to apply a
metaphor. One battleground in recent years involves using the
term “intellectual property,” to encompass such areas of law as
copyright, patent, trademark, and trade secret. 80 To put it in
broad terms, those favoring broad rights in those areas and
those favoring limited rights (meaning, broad rights of others to
use the information in question) have often treated the very
concept of “intellectual property” as controlling. Proponents of
strong protection argue that intellectual property should be
treated just like other types of property: the owner should have
strong rights to exclude others, the duration of protection
should be long, and infringement should be broadly defined.
Proponents of limits on protection have sometimes reacted by
striking at the very term, stating that we should speak of
copyrights, patents, and trademarks individually, and not lump
them into a single term, “intellectual property,” which brings
with it a host of concepts more suited to the house and garden.
Other metaphors have been brought to bear, like “pirates,”
“trolls,” and “information wants to be free.” If the strong view
of metaphorical thinking is right, then the words in which the
debate is conducted will control the outcome. 81 A related
question arises with respect to the law governing computer

78. Id. at 246.
79. Id. at 245–46.
80. Michael Madison, Comment, Where Does Creativity Come From? and
81. Cf. A. Michael Froomkin, The Metaphor Is the Key: Cryptography, the
courts, and to a lesser extent the legislative and executive branches, have yet
to come to grips with many cryptographic conundrums. As a result, this part
of the legal ‘landscape’ remains relatively barren. As more and more settlers
arrive in cyberspace, the nature of this new landscape will depend critically on
the legal metaphors that the colonists choose to bring with them.”).
networks. If metaphor controls, then using terms like “cyberspace law,” and treating the Internet as a place, will govern how the law develops in that area. Commentators have suggested competing metaphors, such as a river, a highway, the development of the American frontier, or feudal economies.

The Stuff of Thought, here as with many issues, fashions a convincing middle-ground. Metaphors play a role in thinking, and can be powerful tools. But the position that thought is simply a competition between metaphors, as opposed to knowledge corresponding to objective truth, is subject to several objections. For one thing, “our best science and mathematics can predict how the world will behave in ways that would be a staggering coincidence if the theories did not characterize reality.” A second telling objection is that the metaphors-control-thinking argument must apply to itself. But it proposes an objective truth, that thinking is controlled by metaphors. So it becomes a counterexample to its own argument. This move is convincing in this context and a good argument to remember with respect to other arguments that tend toward pure relativism. The strong version of legal indeterminacy would undermine itself, if words were too

---

85. See Alfred C. Yen, Western Frontier or Feudal Society?: Metaphors and Perceptions of Cyberspace, 17 BERKELEY TECH. L. J. 1207, 1207 (2002).
86. PINKER, supra note 1, at 247.
87. Id. at 247–48.
indeterminate to express a specific theory of indeterminacy.

Taking the argument from the other direction, “people could not analyze their metaphors if they didn’t command an underlying medium of thought that is more abstract than the metaphors themselves.” In addition, people routinely ignore the irrelevant aspect of metaphors, and may ignore the metaphorical aspect of an expression so much that they mix metaphors, such as Hamlet’s “to take arms against a sea of troubles” or the less familiar “once you open a can of worms, they always come home to roost.”

Metaphors may not control thought, but they play important roles. People can learn new ideas by transferring the structure of familiar ones: thinking of the atom as a solar system or an antibody like the key to a lock. Novel metaphors have helped scientists solve problems and create new theories. The most famous might be Einstein’s thoughts about passing trains or passengers on a beam of light, which helped him conceive relativity. But none of those metaphors control thought on those subjects. An atom need not have a Pluto. Rather, metaphors can provide a means for manipulating concepts where the words do not already exist. A new scientific discovery can be named with existing words, used in a metaphorical sense. Metaphors can also help organize and search the vast amount of information that people experience. Similarity seems to be key to recall, as when aspects of an event remind us of something else. Metaphors can express ideas and feelings that literal language cannot reach, as in the metaphors in fiction and poetry. The Stuff of Thought quotes Flaubert’s metaphor on the limits of language: “language is a cracked kettle on which we beat out tunes for bears to dance to, while all the time we long to move the stars to pity.”

The developing story of the intellectual property and cyberspace metaphors bears out the view in The Stuff of Thought. The term “intellectual property” has become more common and such rights have increased (although decreasing

88. Id. at 249.
89. Id. at 239.
90. Id. at 241.
91. Id. at 257.
92. Id. at 275.
93. Id. at 276–77.
94. Id. at 278 (quoting GUSTAVE FLAUBERT, Madame Bovary: Life in a Country Town 173 (G. Hopkins trans., Oxford University Press 1998) (1857)).
in some aspects), but more so due to political than literary power. Congress has taken some measures that add to the pile of intellectual property, such as extending the term of copyrights, strengthening patent protection for biotech companies, and making it easier to prove trademark dilution. Such legislative expansion, however, was responsive to lobbying by the respective industries, although the surrounding debate certainly featured many metaphors on both sides. Analysis of the case law shows that judges have recognized the cyberspace-as-place metaphor without being constrained by it and have regularly probed the relevant underlying policy issues. Judges, like people generally, readily peel away intellectual property metaphors: “Even if we follow Gypsum’s hypostatization and treat the trade secret, a concept, like an object, theft is not the correct analogy.” The distinctions between real property and intellectual property readily have been unearthed. Meanwhile, the Supreme Court has pared back on intellectual property, a return of the

98. See, e.g., JESSICA LITMAN, DIGITAL COPYRIGHT, 126-45 (2001) (describing in detail copyright industries’ role in legislation increasing copyright protection).
99. David McGowan, The Trespass Trouble and the Metaphor Muddle, 1 J. L. ECON. & POL’Y 109, 109 (2005) (analyzing case law and rejecting the claim that “metaphors such as ‘space’ or ‘place’ or ‘property’ cause judges to think of the Internet as similar to physical property, in which persons may stake private claims the law protects from encroachment.”); see also Lemley, supra note 83, at 523 (“While acknowledging the dangers of the CYBERSPACE AS PLACE metaphor and the fact that courts have already started down the wrong road, I suggest that courts and commentators who think seriously about the nature of the Internet still have ample room to make reasoned policy decisions. Though metaphor can mislead us, we need not be its slaves”); Cohen, supra note 83 (discussing ability to consciously choose metaphor in legal discussion).
100. U.S. Gypsum Co. v. Ins. Co. of N. Am., 813 F.2d 856, 858 (7th Cir. 1987).
pendulum familiar in the history of law. The attitudes of people toward intellectual property are best predicted by what they have at stake (or the stories they tell), rather than what metaphors they have heard. The metaphors of property serve more as focal points than controls.

LAW AND INDIRECT SPEECH – HOW LEGAL RULES CAN CREATE EFFICIENT NORMS

Another area where cognitive linguistics could shine light on the role of law is indirect speech. The Stuff of Thought uses some game theory to fit the logic of communication to the reality of human relationships. Logician Paul Grice formulated several well-known maxims of conversation: Quantity (say no less or more than the conversation requires); Quality (do not say that which is false or unsupported); Manner (do not be obscure, ambiguous, wordy, or disorderly); Relevance (be relevant). Grice’s maxims effectively capture guidelines people generally follow. We quickly note if a speaker speaks too much, or falsely, or is difficult to understand, or strays from the topic. We also use departures from the maxims as signals to listeners of something beyond the literal meaning: sarcasm (as by damning by faint praise), wordplay (such as using ambiguity or obscurity for humorous effect), or changing the topic, or introducing the irrelevant (to signal the present topic is touchy).

The Stuff of Thought discusses a specific way in which people deliberately communicate inefficiently: indirect speech. An example is the offer of a bribe to a traffic officer. A straightforward offer might be accepted—or raise the stakes from a traffic ticket to an arrest for attempted bribery. An ambiguous offer (a suggestively placed fifty-dollar bill, along with a vague statement) violates the maxim of Manner. But it
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is superior strategy—because it should yield acceptance by a corrupt officer, but not arrest by an honest one. Such deliberate fuzziness of communication is so common that it has many names: well-established words like tact and hypocrisy, to newer coinages like “plausible deniability,” for vague or secret communications that can later be effectively denied. Rather than departures from the norm, as the Maxims might suggest, this reflects a more accurate description of how people communicate. The Maxims framework suggests that people follow a principle of cooperation, seeking to convey information as efficiently and accurately as possible, a framework that one might expect from a logician. But people’s interactions are often partly cooperative and partly conflicting. In addition, people often want to transfer some information while avoiding communicating other information. Any commercial transaction has cooperative elements (if both parties would gain from exchange) and conflict (the price, the warranties, the allocation of various risks). Social interactions have elements of conflict and cooperation, if more intangible.

Indirect speech is often used, as The Stuff of Thought shows, to avoid communicating a particular category of information: information about the information that people know. With a deftly offered bribe, the recipient will know that money is there for the taking, but will not know (or be able to show) that a bribe is being offered. The same can hold for an infinite variety of interactions. The Stuff of Thought gives examples of special interest campaign contributions (where no quid pro quo is specifically requested), romantic overtures, and extortionate threats. In each setting, an offer can be made indirectly and indefinitely, so that each party does not know what the other party knows. A similar dynamic leads to the oft-noted inanity of common polite phrases. At a dinner among strangers, one might not directly request the salt to be passed, but more vaguely say, “Is there any salt down there?” As in the other examples, it communicates the possibility of a transfer but without a direct request—or order.

We pay the price of muddy communication to protect social relationships. Following the categories commonly utilized by
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anthropologists, *The Stuff of Thought* divides social relationships into Communality (symmetric relationships with sharing, as within families), Authority Ranking (asymmetric relationships, where one party has superior status, jealously guarded, and conveys authority over others), and Equality Matching (symmetric exchange relationships where fair social exchange of goods or services makes both parties better off).\(^{111}\)

Indirect speech can allow interactions to go through without threatening existing relationships. A “whimperative” like “Is there any salt down there?” allows a diner to get the salt, without treating the others as inferiors—so it maintains a Communal or Equality Sharing relationship, and makes clear that the diner just hopes for the salt, not to claim a position of Authority.\(^{112}\) Conversely, an ambiguous threat uses indirect speech to maintain Authority: because the threat is ambiguous, the speaker need not follow through if denied (which could be costly and dangerous) but does not suffer the loss of face, and therefore loss of Authority, that backing down would entail.\(^{113}\) A superior could make an ambiguous threat, saying that if the work was not done properly, she would not be happy.

In many of these settings, indirect speech is used to prevent mutual knowledge from becoming common knowledge.\(^{114}\) *The Stuff of Thought* illustrates the difference between mutual knowledge and common knowledge with the tale of the Emperor’s New Clothes. Everyone at the procession could see that the Emperor wore no clothes, but no one could be sure that the others knew that because they were all playing along. But when the child shouted, “The emperor has no clothes!” and everyone laughed, the mutual knowledge became common knowledge. Each person knew the emperor was unclothed, and more importantly, knew that the others knew that because they were all playing along. But when the child shouted, “The emperor has no clothes!” and everyone laughed, the mutual knowledge became common knowledge. Each person knew the emperor was unclothed, and more importantly, knew that the others knew that the emperor was unclothed, and knew that the others knew that the others knew that the emperor was unclothed (and so on).\(^{115}\)

Common knowledge depends on *recursion*, “a formula that contains an example of itself.”\(^{116}\) Numbers are recursive. The Nth integer is simply the (N-1)th integer plus one. Likewise,
common knowledge can be framed in such self-referential terms: People know \( y \), and \( y \) is defined as “[e]veryone knows \( x \) and everyone knows \( y \).”\(^{117}\) Defining a formula in terms of itself seems to hazard circular reasoning. Playing on this, the Jargon File defines recursion as follows: “recursion: n.: See recursion.”\(^{118}\) But as long as the return has a termination point (e.g., one person knows that the emperor has no clothes), recursive formulas have great generative power. They figure prominently in mathematics and computer science.\(^{119}\) Noam Chomsky’s linguistics, a landmark in cognitive science, rest on a recursive formula for sentence structure.\(^{120}\) Some language scientists regard recursion as fundamental to human cognition:

Recursive ability is uniquely human and affects more than just our language, but most of our behaviour . . . . For example, in a classroom we often see child A watch child B watch child C watch the teacher. But in chimps, we see chimp A watch its mother, chimp B watch its mother, chimp C watch its mother . . . .\(^{121}\)

If human cognition takes into account the mental state of others, and chimp cognition does not, humans have much greater tools for social structures. Indirect speech prevents social disruptions and illustrates recursion, a key aspect of human cognition. Does “Is there any salt down there?” have anything to tell us about the law? The law is at the other extreme from pretense of Communality through instinctive sharing, or Equality through matching equality. The law speaks in terms of Authority and issues direct orders. But

---
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some aspects of the law play the same role as whimperatives.

The game theoretic mechanisms follow a similar progression from the refinements on Grice's maxims. Grice's maxims were descriptors of the dynamics of conveying information in conversation, but their descriptive power was narrowed by their assumption of complete cooperation. This is rather similar to what might be called first-generation law and economics. Economic analysis of law typically saw legal rules as a response to market failures. Contract law, for example, existed to minimize transaction costs. Transactions are generally beneficial. If Buyer purchases Seller's Mini Cooper, then both parties are better off, in their own estimation: Buyer preferred to have the Mini Cooper than to retain the price, and Seller preferred to have the price than to retain the Mini Cooper. Exchange is good, but mutually beneficial exchanges may be obstructed or made more costly if parties have to negotiate to address every risk: if the Mini Cooper is defective, or is hit by lightning during shipping, or a necessary part goes out of production before the sale and these risks are incorporated into negotiations, then the price goes up. Contract law provides default rules to address all those contingencies, so the parties need only negotiate to the extent they want to customize the rules to their transactions (such as agreeing that one party bear the risk of a lightning strike). So in deciding questions of contract law, the law and economics approach was to find the rule that the parties would have agreed upon, had they explicitly addressed it. Like Grice, this approach assumes a cooperative approach. In other areas, like torts and criminal law, economic analysis did not assume cooperation, but did make a parallel assumption of complete information.

Game theory, and the economics of information, brought a new approach—just as The Stuff of Thought used game theory to refine Grice's maxims for a better description of human communication. Some contract law rules were better seen as "information-forcing" defaults. Under this approach, contract law would provide default rules not to fill the gaps for parties,


but to give them incentive to disclose information efficiently.\textsuperscript{124} Game theory also provides economic support for a view that focuses on the expressive function of law.\textsuperscript{125} Rather than serving as a carrot or stick, the law can sometimes serve as a focal point to aid social coordination. This expressive theory of law allows economic analysis of law to encompass social functions of law that had long been studied in other disciplines, such as sociology and anthropology.

The discussion of indirect speech suggests a related function of law. Just as indirect speech avoids disruption of social relationships, so law can allow parties to interact while avoiding relationship-threatening communications. Contract law, in part, plays such a role in commercial life. Negotiations for transactions can be hazardous. As a great amount of literature shows, the dynamics of negotiations can result in mutually beneficial transactions falling through. If one party feels that the other party is exerting too much authority, the party may walk away rather than comply.\textsuperscript{126} Contract law, by providing default rules that govern many contingencies, reduces the hazards of negotiation.\textsuperscript{127} In \textit{The Stuff of Thought} terms, it allows the parties to maintain the form of an Equality relationship, rather than an Authority relationship.

Family law can be viewed in a similar way with regard to Pinker's social relationships. Family relationships are Communal relationships, where the parties share freely. Even raising the question of the terms on which to share things may violate the principles of Communalism. Family law allows
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parties to avoid such discussions. Parties can avoid questions of how to share family property, or to divide property among the survivors of a deceased family member, and especially such questions as how to allocate familial rights (not just property, but such core matters as custody of children). In short, the law allows parties to avoid discussions that could threaten Communality relationships.

A set of default legal rules also avoids mutual knowledge. Members of a family group, where the law supplies the rules, do not need to know whether the other family members know the content or even existence of those rules. That allows all parties to proceed, if they wish, without broaching such possibilities as death, divorce, mental incompetence, and the other subjects of family law. Parties to a possible contract need not mention such contingencies as breach, mistake, illegality—or know whether the other parties know the governing legal rules. Legal rules in other contexts likely play such a face-saving role. Some safety regulations allow individuals to adapt their behavior without conceding to mere social norms. Where seat-belts and motorcycle helmets are not required, some people who would actually prefer to use the safety measure might forgo protection simply to maintain a certain social image or to avoid publicly conceding to social pressure. Where the law changes to require protection, the individual can buckle up as though it were involuntary. In other contexts, the mutual-knowledge blocking role of the law may hinder legal progress. The conformity required by the law may prevent people from realizing the extent to which some others dislike the law.128

Indirect speech provides a good example of how examining interactions from a cognitive perspective can throw light on the law’s effects. Asking for the salt and drafting a statute can have some surprising similarities, because both go to the dynamics of social interactions. People react not just to literal words, but the implications they have for the mental state of others. Legal rules, like standards of politeness, allow people to conform their behavior to social norms without sacrificing status.

STORIES IN LEGAL COGNITION

Many of the cognitive science findings discussed in The Stuff of Thought are relevant to law. It gives many examples from the law, such as the “conundrum” intellectual property poses for our intuitive sense of property as a thing,129 the ill fit between our sense of causation and legal questions (did Guiteau kill Garfield, where Garfield survived the shooting but not the following dubious medical treatment?),130 the match between our intuition that a state of being is involuntary (and therefore blameless) and the case law holding that status crimes are unconstitutional,131 and even an explanation for the prolixity of legalese in contracts: unlike most communication, a contract is “directed to an adversarial reader rather than a cooperative one.”132 Legal scholars have drawn increasingly on cognitive science concepts.

Here we suggest adding another approach to the mix—following literary theorists who have linked cognitive science with narrative theory. As Mark Turner put it, “Story is a basic principle of mind. Most of our experience, our knowledge, and our thinking are organized as stories.”133 We discuss here how focusing on the cognitive aspects of stories illuminates the cognitive tasks of law, such as reasoning, remembering, learning, persuading, and communicating. The cognitive science concepts from The Stuff of Thought—chunking, recursion, causation as Oomph, the primary qualities of an object—play into a cognitive view of stories. To make it more concrete, we turn to how a cognitive science view of stories could fit with recent legal scholarship.

There is nothing new in saying that lawyers deal in stories.134 Trial lawyers compete to develop more appealing stories for the jury. Appellate lawyers are told to hone a story for the panel of judges.135 Legal academia is increasingly open
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to law as stories. Legal theory has seen turns toward narrative, law-and-literature, and story-scholarship. Some scholars deliberately adopted story-telling as a form of scholarship to challenge the dogmas of mainstream legal scholarship. Even the form of the standard law review article has changed. Increasingly, an article opens with an engaging story, as if to compensate the reader for the dozens of pages of footnoted legal analysis ahead. It is so established that stories are a staple of law, but there could be fresh insights from the combination of narrative theory and cognitive science.

Looking at the cognitive role of stories would broaden the usual perspective on legal reasoning. Most discussion of legal reasoning focuses on the justification for legal rules and decisions. Thinking about stories helps bring into focus the many other cognitive tasks that the law requires, and also gives one a more accurate window into how legal decisions are made (as opposed to how they are justified). The law requires not only decision-making, but a range of other cognitive tasks such as learning, memory, persuasion, and the transferring of learned concepts. Lawyers and law students are acutely aware of the considerable demands that law makes on learning and memory, but legal theory tends to take those tasks for granted, treating judicial decision-making as the principal object of study. Even in considering judicial decision-making, legal


136. See Paul Gewirtz, Narrative and Rhetoric in the Law, in LAW'S STORIES: NARRATIVE AND RHETORIC IN THE LAW 2 (Peter Brooks & Paul Gewirtz eds., 1996); see also Richard Delgado & Jean Stefancic, Norms and Narratives: Can Judges Avoid Serious Moral Error?, 69 Tex. L. Rev. 1929, 1933 (1991) (“Could reading a well-written, deeply felt counternarrative save a judge from history’s condemnation in cases such as the ones we will discuss?”).


theory pays little attention to how (or whether) judges acquire the knowledge of the myriad cases and rules (let alone the mass of evidence that a single case may produce) that are pertinent to the decisions in cases.

A story is almost an ideal data structure for human cognition. Stories lend themselves to learning and memory, for several reasons. A story is a linked sequence. Once someone remembers one part of a story, one can then recall the next part—or work backwards. Contrast that with other agglomerations of information, where knowing one part does not help with remembering the next. Stories also have several levels of abstraction, as law recognizes—most notably in Learned Hand’s abstractions test for copyright infringement.140

A story may be described in the sequence of words, a sequence of events, a sequence of scene, or an abstract summary. There are also different abstract dimensions that can be analyzed: its plot, moral, or themes. These levels of abstraction make stories helpful as cognitive units: in learning, in remembering, or in conveying information.141

As a cognitive device, a story is also “robust.” This means that a portion of a story may be forgotten (or revised, or even misremembered) without doing too much harm to it as a whole. The rest of the story may still be remembered or learned or used for persuasion. Compare this aspect of stories with other compilations of information. A mathematical proof, for example, is much less robust, being so fragile that it can be rendered completely invalid if just one line is made invalid. Changing a key aspect of a story, of course, may change the
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meaning of the story—but that is a useful feature.

Stories also convey emotive content effectively. Cognitive science is increasingly recognizing the importance of emotions in cognition. The emotive aspect of stories makes them easier to learn and remember, and also makes them more persuasive. This may not always be an advantage, since emotive aspects may affect decision-makers who are unaware or unwilling to admit being so affected.¹⁴² One must consider the role of emotions to understand how legal reasoning truly works.

In order to view stories in cognitive terms, it is necessary to attempt to define “story.” Stories are used throughout every culture, and studied in many disciplines, and used by every profession, yet no one has concretely defined “story.” Perhaps the best known formulation holds that a story has a beginning, middle, and an end. That serviceable definition, however, does not substantially advance our understanding of the cognitive role of stories. Some have suggested looking to the verbal and sequential nature of stories: “A story can be described as a sequentially presented set of propositions, each using various types of verbal constructions to create different propositional frames.”¹⁴³ We would suggest a formulation that fits with the cognitive role of stories—that a story is a connected sequence of events and stories. This is hardly a rigorous definition, but it could prove useful in understanding how we think with stories. It seeks to define a story recursively, as being composed of stories, which in turn are composed of sequences of events.

This recursive definition fits several aspects of stories. It suggests that our ability to handle concepts recursively (important in other aspects of human cognition, such as language and inferring the mental states of other people) is used when we deal with stories. It also allows stories to take on several levels of abstraction. A story could be a short sequence of events, or a sequence of stories, or a sequence of sequences of stories—meaning that stories can be characterized at several levels of abstraction.

A story, so defined, can function as what The Stuff of Thought calls a “chunk,” a single unit which can be manipulated or processed by the brain, just as concepts can be assembled into more complex concepts, which are then treated
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as a chunk.\footnote{See Pinker, supra note 1, at 100.}

Stories can be readily compared, retrieved from memory, used for reasoning, and communications.

The formula also conceives of stories as “connected”

sequences of events and stories. The word “connected” here plays a place holding role—or even a question-begging role. How events become connected to constitute stories is hardly settled.\footnote{Herman, supra note 143, at 35.} Our ability to tell, interpret, evaluate, and invent stories suggests that some sort of logic is at work—but the nature of that logic (or whether different types of stories have different logics) is something that requires more insight into cognition. But it would seem likely that at least part of the glue holding stories together is our intuitive sense of causation, as discussed in \textit{The Stuff of Thought}. Other things governing the connection of stories would be our use of metaphor and analogy, by which one story has meaning for other stories (as in the case law method)—at various levels of abstraction.

Another way to describe how the elements of stories become connected might be the form of inference Charles Sanders Peirce identified as “abduction.”\footnote{See Stephen M. McJohn, \textit{On Unity: Legal Reasoning by Analogy and Peirce’s Theory of Abduction}, 29 \textit{Willamette L. Rev.} 191, 192–93 (1993).} Peirce divided reasoning into three categories. The first two forms are familiar in discussions of reasoning: deductive reasoning, as in mathematical proofs or in the application of a categorical rule to a set of facts, and inductive reasoning, which applies observations about items to similar items.\footnote{Id.} Peirce proposed that people must use a third form of reasoning, which he called “abduction.” Abduction takes information and forms likely explanations.\footnote{Id.} Abduction would underlie a broad range of inferences, from formulation of scientific hypotheses to the many guesses we make to get through daily life.\footnote{Id. at 201.} Peirce did not succeed in formulating a logic of abduction (unlike deduction, and to a lesser extent, induction). Cognitive scientists and philosophers have relied on the concept, sometimes terming it “inference to the best explanation,” although just how people form explanations so readily remains
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an important area of study.\textsuperscript{150} But, both as a matter of logic and psychology, Peirce’s proposal carries a lot of explanatory force itself, because people do depend on forming likely explanations, where neither the iron laws of deduction nor the straightforward implication of induction would apply.

A similar sort of reasoning pervades stories, which in order to satisfy our intuitive sense of narrative must make sense in a way that does not simply depend on the sort of reasoning in a mathematical proof. Stories have many explanatory aspects, exemplified by the case-based reasoning key to legal reasoning. Events in a story may explain earlier events. More broadly, a story is often used as a means of explanation. Lawyers use stories to explain abstract ideas like legal principles or policy considerations, or much more specific and concrete concepts, like the actions of a party in a case.\textsuperscript{151}

A cognitive view of stories fits well with the increasing attention to narrative theory in legal scholarship. Silbey has explored the role of “origin stories” in the law, particularly as they related to the law of intellectual property.\textsuperscript{152} Origin stories—like the Biblical tale of the Garden of Eden, or the founding of Rome by Romulus and Remus—serve a number of cultural functions.\textsuperscript{153} Origin stories assign meaning to institutions, provide an explanation and justification of social arrangements, and support cultural unity through common belief.\textsuperscript{154} As Silbey shows, the law uses what might be called origin stories: legal rules are traced and given authority by their origin.\textsuperscript{155} Interpretation and application of legal rules often look to the original purpose of the rule. Intellectual property law provides a special twist on origin stories, by assigning control of information to the author or inventor that originated information.\textsuperscript{156}
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\textsuperscript{156} Turner, in his cognitive approach to stories, sees a similar thinking in such sayings as “brainchild” and “Necessity is the mother of invention.” Turner, \textit{supra} note 133, at 52 (“The extraordinary richness of the story of birth has made it perhaps the premier example of a familiar and powerful story that is projected onto other stories.”).
A cognitive view of stories complements this analysis. As discussed above, a cognitive view suggests that “the mind understands every entity in terms of four causes: who or what brought it about; what it’s made of; what shape it has; and what it’s for.” An origin story can supply two of those basic causes: who brought about the legal concept, and what it is for. Any appellate decision or law review article is likely to feature a discussion of the origins of the relevant legal rule, and why it was created. This is hardly objectionable, as a matter of legal reasoning. But noting the cognitive slots that origin stories so neatly fit into can help us be aware of the cognitive blind spots they may foster. Because an argument based on the original purpose of a rule can be so satisfying, it may be accepted when it deserves greater examination.

Origin stories can fill many different functions, in law as elsewhere. Sometimes the story supplies an explanation for the rule, sometimes it primarily serves as authority for the rule, sometimes it serves as cultural adhesive—or it could be any combination of these functions. More broadly, this suggests that stories could be categorized for analysis of their cognitive aspects.

The cognitive approach would supplement other attempts to bring together law and literary theory. Patent claims, for example, present a thorny problem that can be addressed in legal or linguistic terms. A legal scholar and a literary scholar collaborated to suggest that patents could be studied from the perspective of “genre theory,” which takes into account the social action of texts, as interpreted by a community. This fits with the narrative approach to cognitive science. As part of the attempt to analyze narrative as “a process of building and updating mental models about the worlds that are told about in
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stories,”160 David Herman suggested the following typology of genre by preference for story types:161

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Preference Rankings (by Event Type)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epic</td>
<td>Accomplishments &gt; achievements &gt; activities &gt; states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News reports</td>
<td>Achievements &gt; accomplishments &gt; activities &gt; states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological novels</td>
<td>States &gt; activities &gt; accomplishments &gt; achievements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost stories</td>
<td>Activities &gt; states &gt; accomplishments &gt; achievements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stories may be subject to conceptual classification as The Stuff of Thought classified verbs. This suggests, for example, examining the many stories in reported legal cases, to see if different areas of law show preference for event rankings. Tort cases could differ from contracts, and that different torts could vary—such as battery compared to intentional infliction of emotional distress.

The idea that a story is a cognitive unit—that cognition relies on stories, analogous to how cognition relies on words, sentences, and metaphors—permits a broader view of the staple of legal reasoning, reasoning by analogy.162 Treating story as a cognitive unit has two effects on the role of metaphor. First, it supports the view in The Stuff of Thought that metaphor is central to our thinking, but not determinative. Stories, which use metaphor but also other cognitive devices, play an important, and less constraining, role in reasoning. Second, it provides a more dynamic view of analogical reasoning than a strong view of metaphor does. Turner’s views on reasoning by analogy would provide a welcome insight into legal reasoning. In cognitive science, as in discussions of legal reasoning, analogical reasoning is usually discussed as projecting inferences about a target to a source.163
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view of metaphor treats metaphor as organizing our thinking about a matter, once the set of facts fall within the domain of the metaphor. This views analogy as a relatively static process. Once similarities are detected between two cases, then aspects of the first are inferred to be true of the second. However, Turner aptly observes that analogical reasoning is a more dynamic process. Making an analogy is not so much a matter of discovering existing similarities, but rather an active process of reasoning dynamically, to forge an entire network of connections between two cases. In other words, making an analogy is like creating a story.

A cognitive view of stories could complement other cognitive science approaches to decision-making. A recent copyright case illustrates well a common disposition toward stories. A jury determined that the defendant had infringed copyright by downloading some twenty-four songs to her computer without authority and placing them in the Kazaa folder on her computer, which made them available for download by other Kazaa users. The jury then awarded $222,000 in damages. Actual damages in the case were probably about $20, so the award of $222,000 ($9,250 per song) went far beyond compensating the copyright owners for their lost revenue. The jurors, it seems, awarded such a massive amount because they felt that defendant lied to them. The defendant steadfastly denied downloading any
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168. Wired Blog Network, RIAA Juror: We Wanted to Send a Message, http://blog.wired.com/27bstroke6/2007/10/riaa-juror-we-w.html (last visited Nov. 20, 2008)(“During a 45-minute telephone interview, Hegg said jurors found that Thomas’ defense—that she was the victim of a spoof—was unbelievable. ‘She should have settled out of court for a few thousand dollars,’ Hegg said. ‘Spoofing? We’re thinking, ‘Oh my God, you got to be kidding . . . ”

songs, despite overwhelming evidence from user files, password use, online discussions, and other records. She presented an implausible story to the jury, which reacted strongly. Had defendant acknowledged the actions, and presented a defense on other grounds, such as fair use or no damages, the jury might have been less draconian. All by way of illustrating a commonplace: people skillfully evaluate stories they hear and have strong reactions to stories deemed implausible.\(^{169}\)

We can take that insight into a much more high-tech analysis of moral decision-making. Recall the trolley problem—a staple conundrum among contemporary moral theorists. A trolley is rolling along the tracks on its way to killing five workers. Most people say they would flip a switch that sends the trolley onto another track, even if that would kill a worker there, since it is better to let one die rather than five. However, most people say that even if the only way to save the five workers would be to throw a large man in front of the trolley they would not do it. These questions have been posed to people while their brains were being imaged with fMRI.\(^{170}\)

The results suggest that the logical considerations were overcome by a more basic emotional repugnance at the thought of manhandling someone onto the railway tracks. Parts of the brain thought to be associated with abstract thinking were activated by the switch story, while parts of the brain associated with emotions were stimulated more by the manhandling story.\(^{171}\)

Another interpretation is suggested by treating stories as basic cognitive units. The first story—flipping a switch to save the five workers—is relatively plausible. We regularly flip switches in daily life. From movies and books (not to mention kids’ cartoons), we are familiar with switching lines to divert .


\(^{171}\) Greene, supra note 170, at 2106–07.
things on train-tracks. The second story is a lot less plausible. We seem to understand intuitively that we could not save the five workers by jumping in front of the trolley. It would more likely require the mass of the large bystander. Most of us do not throw people around on a regular basis, let alone people much larger than we are. People are more familiar with the concept of flipping switches than with throwing people. The story is cleverly concocted to present a nice moral problem, but its very cleverness makes it somewhat implausible. So perhaps part of the reason that it gets rejected is its unlikely logic—especially when it has been juxtaposed with a more plausible, accessible scenario. This is consistent with the fMRI data—as the discussion of the copyright case reminded us, our gut reactions to implausible stories can have an element of moral outrage.

Cognitive science will play an increasing role in the law, from litigation to refinement of doctrine to legal theory to legal education. Studying the cognitive aspects of stories could play a role in the law as well, and offers an area where lawyers have a particular expertise. Cognitive science is multi-disciplinary, studying human thinking by looking at words and sentences (linguists), artificial intelligence (computer scientists), brains (neurologists and psychologists), and behavior (anthropologists, psychologists again, evolutionary biologists, behavioral economists). Lawyers’ stock-in-trade is the story.172 Lawyers view stories from every angle (creating, analyzing, adapting, transferring, and disputing). The study of stories offers a particular opportunity for lawyers not just to benefit from cognitive science, but to participate.

172. Legal education and practice expose lawyers to numerous stories over the years, giving them a practical reasoning, and habit of mind, that may differ from other groups; see Lorie Graham, Aristotle’s Ethics and the Virtuous Lawyer, in ARISTOTLE AND MODERN LAW 489, 501-05 (Richard O. Brooks & James Bernard Murphy eds., 2003).